
LED Retrofit Kits

 � Quick and easy installation

 � Reduce lighting costs by up 
to 85%

 � Safer and lower-maintenance 
than fluorescent fixtures

 � Rated for up to 100,000 
hours, with a 10-year warranty

 � Flexible to the user’s needs 
with multiple CCT, Wattage 
settings, and Tunable Watt 
functionality

Switching to LED lighting doesn’t have to be a lengthy, 
complicated, disruptive project. 

The Litetronics line of LED retrofit kits makes it simple 
and quick to upgrade to LED lighting, even in the trickiest 
installation settings. 

In only a matter of minutes, the fixture’s in place and ready to 
shine, with reliable, clean light, reduced energy usage, and the 
long-lasting quality you can count on from Litetronics.

Fewer Tools. Faster Installation. Better Lighting.

Improved Energy Efficiency and Easy Installation

Retrofit Lighting Kit  
Capabilities Can Include:

“Thanks to our Litetronics LEDs, our lighting 

is so much brighter and whiter than before 

and will deliver a payback period that made 

our decision a no-brainer.” 

– Jerry Gray, Javo Beverage

Why Litetronics?
Since our founding in 1970, we’ve been finding innovative ways 
to make lighting easier to install, better looking, longer lasting 
and more efficient.  » Bluetooth control via 

LiteSmart mobile app

 » Occupancy sensing

 » Daylight harvesting 

 » Time scheduling

 » Group editing

 » Scene selection
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LED Magnetic Retrofit
A direct replacement for fluorescent tubes, the 
one-piece LED magnetic retrofit kit snaps into 
the existing troffer, enabling hands-free wiring 
and speedy installation. With four models and 
energy saving features like adjustable wattage, 
0-10V dimming or tri-level dimming, and sensor 
compatibility, this versatile fixture is the perfect fit.

Litetronics LED Retrofit Lighting Products

LED Volumetric Retrofit
Like our Light Panel Retrofit, the LED Volumetric 
Retrofit installs easily between the rail and troffer 
and comes with a powerful array of options and 
controls, all with a sophisticated, modern look. And 
as with many of our retrofit kits, it has a 100,000-
hour rated life backed by a 10-year warranty.

LED Light Panel Retrofit
This grid ceiling LED panel retrofit easily mounts 
between the grid rail and the existing fluorescent 
troffer, providing an updated yet traditional look — 
and consistent and optimal light — with ease. This 
retrofit has a full range of capabilities, including 
powerful controls and energy-saving sensors with 
our smart model, and LiteSmart app.

LED Strip Retrofit
No more flickering fluorescent tubes! The LED Strip 
Retrofit is a direct replacement, mounting easily 
into existing fixture housings anywhere from 2.75” 
to 5” wide. With four lumen packages, two lengths, 
and three color temperatures, this retrofit delivers 
bright, reliable light for a decade – or more! 

Contact us for spec sheets, pricing, or to discuss your LED lighting needs!
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